
4 Things That Set FLEX Teleradiology  
Apart for Mobile Imaging Companies

Tired of your mobile radiology company taking a backseat to fixed sites?
At FLEX, your success is our #1 focus.

Many mobile diagnostic companies aren’t getting the attention they deserve because of:
• High provider costs
• Poor patient positioning
• Low quality equipment
• Lack of attention and training 

But great patient care can be achieved in a mobile setting with attentive, focused support.  

As a company solely dedicated to providing accurate reads for mobile imaging, we are 
aware that you are starving for attention.  Our goal is to customize our offered services to 
meet the needs of your organization, and our attentive staff utilizes a proprietary  
teleradiology platform to deliver top quality mobile diagnostic reads to you 24/7.

 

4 Reasons FLEX Teleradiology is Superior for Mobile Imaging

1. WE CARE ABOUT YOUR SUCCESS
Mobile radiology can be a tough industry.  Your fixed-site competition often has access to 
better equipment, better technicians, and better patient care.  Our team of caring experts 
understands that you need more support than your competition.  We are sensitive to your 
challenges as a mobile company, and we know that image accuracy depends on many 
things you can’t control, such as: 

•     Patient positioning
•     Reliability of equipment
•     Skill of technicians
•     Constraints in time and location

FLEX can turn mobile radiology into reliable radiology.
We are just as invested in your patients as you are, and we are here to offer you all  
the tools you need to ensure you have the most up-to-date techniques to get the best  
images possible.  



2. WE GET ENGAGED
Mobile images can often be hard to read, and that can have life-impacting 
results for the patient.

If it’s not right, we’ll tell you!  But don’t take that the wrong way—it’s because we 
care. FLEX turns every read into a teaching moment.  

Imagine a baseball coach who sits in the dugout reading the newspaper while his team 
throws the ball around.  Now imagine a coach who goes out on the field, makes nec-
essary corrections, gives examples, and expects his team to win.  Which team do you 
think will be more successful?

Letting you know how to get a better image is paramount to producing quality results, 
and we’re not afraid to say it.  Teaming up with FLEX means you’ll have a dedicated 
coach every step of the way.  Your company will be set up to compete with fixed sites 
in quality, accuracy, and turnover time—all resulting in better patient care.

3. WE LOVE ATTENTION
Giving it, that is.

Capturing a great image takes skill, even in the most ideal situations.  Add the com-
plexity of immobile patients and close quarters, and you need experts who are willing 
to go the extra mile to support you.  

Poor images happen, but FLEX won’t let your company settle for less than the best.  
We take it upon our shoulders to offer advice to help you get the images you need so 
your patients can get the care they need.  We are here for you, so you can be there for 
your patients.

FLEX provides unmatched support so you can get unmatched results.

4. WE WANT YOU TO PAY LESS
No one wants to pay for what they don’t need, so why use a teleradiology company 
that charges for services you aren’t using?  Fixed-site radiology can cost a fortune be-
cause doctors are staffed around the clock, but mobile imaging has the cost advantage 
of only utilizing doctors per study.  

With FLEX you pay for the services you need, not the services someone else is getting.  

We staff only the doctors we need, to do the studies that are ordered. You pay a fraction of 
the cost with mobile radiology, and with FLEX you won’t sacrifice any of the quality.

Together, we can change the image of mobile imaging.  
Learn more at www.flexteleradiology.com/care.


